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Developing Entrepreneurial Arts Companies 

BoardConnect 2011 Regional Residency: Thursday 14 April, Townsville 
Presenters: Craig Stack - immediate past President, Townsville Chamber of Commerce; 
Bernie Lanigan - Shakespeare Under the Stars; David Fishel - Director, BoardConnect  

What do we meant by entrepreneurship?  What does that mean in the arts? How do we 
encourage artists and companies to be less grant-dependent? 

Bernie Lanigan   

– Community performer 30 years; Inaugural president of NQ Opera & Music Theatre; Involved in 
Townsville Little Theatre (and others) and the very first Shakespeare Under the Stars with 
Jean-Pierre Voos. 

– Shakespeare Under the Stars is an introduction to Shakespeare, performed in the open, 
working with graduating students from JCU, the audience is moved around for different 
scenes.  Different venues over the years e.g. West End Quarry, Kissing Point, Queen’s Gardens.   
Dinner served at interval so it becomes a social event. 

– After Jean-Pierre died, Tropic Sun remained the umbrella organisation, but it then ran into its 
own difficulties - had to re-focus and decided it couldn’t afford to support the production.    

– Small group of people, including Lorna Hempstead, decided to support it locally – a 
community event that the community didn’t deserve to lose.   

– Bernie asked his Rotary Club for support, who provided $5,000, with the idea that it could 
become a  signature event for Rotary in Townsville, in the same way as Mt Isa Rodeo.  
Promises of in-kind support from other Rotary clubs in the form of bar workers, volunteers, 
and groups buying tables to attend the performance.  

– Terri Brabon came on board as director. Terri and Brendan O’Connor both contributed as 
performers.  Very experienced team, with great artistic management & great team of 
volunteers. 

– Townsville City Council provided in-kind support  

– An organising group used networks. One parent worked at Xstrata and suggested that we 
apply for sponsorship – outcome successful with sponsorship of $10,000.  There were also a 
number of individual benefactors, good advertising space + $5,000 from the Townsville 
Bulletin, and local radio was very supportive.   

– Tropic Sun continued support through auspicing the event, e.g. insurance and banking 
facilities. 

– Now has $60,000 of cash assets. 

– Volunteer base is growing, both onstage and backstage.  Experienced techs are fostering 
and training new techs. 

– Shakespeare Under the Stars is now incorporated, with DGR status pending.   

– 2011 season looks possible – will happen in August-September.  

– Terri & Brendan ran a Shakespeare Boot Camp with an RADF grant. Terri also worked as 
artist in residence at The Cathedral School. 

– Great momentum - exciting to be part of beginning next generation of Shakespeare 
Under the Stars. 
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Craig Stack 

– Experience is not arts related.  

– Was the President of a local Rugby Union club and previously president of the Chamber of 
Commerce. 

– Rugby club found it hard to raise support (Rugby Union is poor cousin of League in Townsville). 

– At the start of the journey, the club had no money, was $200,000 in debt, had no home and 
no sponsorship except a car from Mike Carney Toyota. Needed stability of home base - 
important for financial capacity  

– Opportunity arose for the club to host a visiting Rugby team for which they had to pay 
$25,000 then realised that the event would have to be staged at Dairy Farmers Stadium: cost 
$240,000.   Club had to go out and raise that money. They harnessed the energy of the group 
and in the end, the event broke even.   

– Club then decided to offer to host some games for the Rugby World Cup: 3 games were held 
in Townsville as New Zealand couldn’t host them. This brought TV coverage.  Again, the event 
broke even.   

– Club approached Townsville City Council, which was wary of giving financial support. 

– Club negotiated to purchase the land that the club used - can now use this asset to go to the 
bank for extra finance and had a reasonable story to take to local businesses.  

– In-kind sponsorship really valuable - easier for lots of businesses.  $50,000 in-kind support 
needed to put the club on good footing. However, they needed someone to go and chase that 
support. Employed someone for that task, on the understanding that 15% of money raised 
would go to that person. This kept arguments about sponsorship out of the boardroom and 
kept the group unified.   

– Level of financial support has been maintained, but it is coming back to local support  

– Club needs the next “light on the hill”. 

Discussion 

– In-kind support – easier to get than to get cash, does drive down costs, but sponsors still need 
to be looked after.  Very important to include in-kind support in financial accounts. Gives 
picture of realistic value of the event when talking to any other sponsor. 

– Common factors in these stories – both are vision driven, with a clear target, which keeps the 
group together.  Also true of artistic vision of good leaders in arts companies. 

– Adversity can also bring a dedicated group together. 

Sponsorship / entrepreneurship 

Highest quality can only exist with subsidy of some sort.  However, subsidy can discourage 
entrepreneurship.  When a company is heavily dependent on a single powerful donor, it’s hard to 
avoid playing to their tune.  Both stories illustrated the fact that support can garner support. 

Government occasionally decides to shake up the system, cuts some companies, e.g. Arts 
Queensland a few years ago and Arts Council England a couple of weeks ago. 

Problem: for arts funding of $50,000, a company has to fill a 16-page form. For commercial 
funding, a request for $500,000 can be made in three pages. 

The arts comprises thousands of small organisations, with a few large ones. Small ones are not 
good at coming together and speaking with one voice.  After the Nugent report, 28 major 
organisations came together to form the Australian Major Performing Arts Group (AMPAG).  Group 
now has a powerful voice.  

Important to make the case for cultural life and its impact on the spirit.  Some people are only 
able to think in terms of economic impact.  
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Examples:   

– When Tropic Sun talked to major companies that employed from overseas – if you wanted 
Europeans, you had to be able to offer “city lifestyle”.  

– Economic study undertaken in the UK in 1988 in Liverpool, Glasgow and Ipswich. Results 
proved value of arts and culture to lifestyle perceptions of an area. 

“Entrepreneur” was originally a theatre term and meant someone who takes risks. It now refers to 
a spirit of enterprise, trying new things, even at the risk of failure, making a loss or looking foolish. 

How do you retain the sense of entrepreneurship?  The board’s fiduciary duty can drive fear of 
risk and conservatism. 

For Dancenorth and Tropic Sun, conservatism didn’t exist. The spirit of enterprise was in their 
brief – it was why they existed. 

How to sustain the drive:  

– Needs one person to watch the “light on the hill”. 

– Others can keep the day-to-day going.   

– Advantage of Shakespeare Under the Stars is that you are working with high quality material.   

– Management story is that the product has been extended, using skills available – e.g. 
performance of Cosi this year due to its presence in the school syllabus. 

– Arts organisations need to travel, ideally taking the whole company.  

– Alternative is to bring organisations in. 

– Need injections of new ideas to have a source of Innovation  

– AFCM has had a big impact on music in Townsville through master-classes, also working 
with Barrier Reef Orchestra.  

Entrepreneurship is bringing new ideas together - needs time for ideas to germinate.  It would be 
helpful if government had the courage to allow people to take risks and to fail.  It is useful to set a 
very ambitious goal – generates sustainable energy. 

Published study: “Towards a healthy ecology of arts and culture” – Mission Models Money – May 
2007 (UK). An important study into the need to find new ways of doing things. The study 
recommends finding a different ecology, not being trapped in particular models. 

Fundraising 

Need to employ a specialist who can search for opportunities 

– It takes time 

– It takes skill, particularly interpersonal skill 

–  A winning combination is a passionate artistic communicator beside a good development 
officer (example – the ACO). 

 

 


